QUANTUM ENABLES WHEELCHAIR AND SCOOTER PASSENGERS TO SECURE THEMSELVES WITH THE SIMPLE PUSH OF A BUTTON

The entire securement process takes place in under 25 seconds — WITHOUT REQUIRING DRIVER ASSISTANCE

INDEPENDENCE
QUANTUM offers mobility passengers the dignity and independence to secure themselves. The simple one-touch operation offers users a safe and secure ride while keeping drivers in their seat and focused on the road.

TIME SAVING
With wheelchair and scooter securement in 25 seconds or less, QUANTUM removes unknown variables and helps keep buses on schedule. With QUANTUM, everyone gets going – safely and on time.

TRANSPORT TOUGH
With its stainless steel construction and durable over-mold grips, QUANTUM is built to endure the wear of everyday transit use.

REAR-FACING
The preferred securement method worldwide, rear-facing securement is proven to be one of the safest solutions available.

DRIVER CONTROL
Drivers remain focused on the road because QUANTUM gives them the flexibility to manage wheelchair securement from dashboard controls.

LOW MAINTENANCE
Through extensive field and lab testing we were able to develop a basic maintenance schedule that ensures optimal performance with minimal hassle.

COMPLIANCE
The QUANTUM Securement System meets or exceeds all current regulations for rear-facing transit, European Directives and ADA/CSA requirements.

The QUANTUM Backrests conform to the performance specifications of FMVSS 201 or ECE R 21, FMVSS 302 and ISO3794.

WARRANTY:
3 Year or 10,000 Cycles, whichever comes first